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WELCOME



FUTURE MEETINGS

MEETING #6
Wednesday, July 13
6:00-8:00 PM
Dripping Springs High School

DSISD BOARD MEETING 
CBSC Recommendation to Board 
Monday, July 25  
6:00 PM
Dripping Springs ISD Board Room

Last Day to Call a November 2022 Bond Election  -  Monday, August 22 3



QUESTIONS FROM 
PREVIOUS MEETING
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1. I know there were some unexpended balances from the 2018 bond. Can you say if it’s more common for to 
bonds to have a) either a shortfall or unexpended balances and b) if so, how much does that 
shortfall/balance typically represent as a percentage of the overall bond? 
There were some savings that DSISD realized from the 2018 bond. It is not uncommon for a school district to 
realize some level of bond savings due to a variety of factors. The goal for school districts is to deliver every 
project that the voters approve while not exceeding the approved costs. 

While it is not uncommon for a district to realize some level of bond savings, there really is no predictable 
percentage of savings as a percentage of the overall bond since every circumstance is different, especially given 
the current unpredictability of the construction market. 

2. On Election Day in May, Texas voters passed the constitutional amendment to raise the appraisal 
exemption to $40,000 (up from $25,000) for ad valorem taxation. Here are my questions: What is the 
amount of revenue loss to DSISD from that change? How many pennies in additional M&O would DSISD 
need to recoup that loss? By how much would that amount increase bonding capacity? 
Within that proposition the state committed to fully funding the difference. DSISD should not see any financial 
impact that I am aware of with the $25K homestead exemption being increased to $40K. 
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3. It was hard to hear the total capacity we could go out for in a bond. I think I heard it to be $500M, is that 
correct? 
The current bond capacity is $500M without an increase to the tax rate. 

4. Was an estimate cost per household provided if we were to go out for the full amount? I am trying to 
gauge the cost of these projects with the bottom line increase to the taxpayers. 
Your homework spreadsheet identifies more than $650M in projects.  We did not estimate the full project 
amount as that is highly unlikely. If the total program goes over $500M then Dan can help us analyze the tax 
rate required to service the additional debt. 
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5. I said 'Y' to DSHS New Artificial Turf Field on Existing Grass Field. The reason behind this is this project will 
reduce operating costs associated with watering, fertilizing, cutting, etc. that area. I'd love to know how 
much those annual savings might be. Taking away operating expenses helps in removing this from the 
annual budget while paying for itself. 
The current approximate cost for the maintenance of a practice field on an annual basis is approximately 
$25,000 all in for water, equipment, fuel, repairs, staff, fertilizer, etc. on a properly maintained field. The 
$25,000 annual operating figure is a statewide average. One of the biggest variables in the operating costs is 
water rates. Our rates with Dripping Springs WSC increase as a function of monthly usage (especially above the 
50,000 and 100,000 gallon thresholds).  As a result, our annual operating costs for a grass field run a bit higher 
than the statewide average, at closer to $35,000 - $40,000. Another challenge with maintaining grass fields is 
being able to water them enough during the late Spring, Summer, and early Fall months (May - October). We 
are currently under stage 3 water restrictions and can only water once a week. During the hot and dry 
conditions that we typically experience during that late Spring to early Fall period it can be very difficult to 
adequately maintain grass fields, especially when dealing with water restrictions.
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6. Does DSISD still pay a large amount to robinhood recapture? I remember hearing several years back once 
our commercial base increased that amount would decrease.
Commercial growth in value without kid growth simply increases recapture because the wealth per student is 
increased with any kind of growth that doesn’t have a corresponding increase in students to reduce wealth per 
student.

Fiscal Year 2020 - 2021 2021 - 2022 2022 - 2023

Recapture Payment $5,882,141 $11,200,000 $20,028,830

Tax Rate

Recapture
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7. If bond rates increase 1% by the time of issuance, how much would that reduce the $500M current 
capacity? (ballpark)
The 1% increase in rates is something we don’t have the calculation for at this time. While a change in interest 
rates could impact capacity, we also know that there are various levers to pull to get to the capacity needed 
such as stronger AV growth being higher, adjusting the debt structure as far as length of debt or annual 
maturity structure, etc. to get to the $500M. We try to be conservative in the assumptions or “levers” to pull to 
get to the number projected.

8. Assuming this bond gets us about 4 years down the road, what does bond capacity look like in 2026 
without raising the I&S tax rate (and is it adequate)? We’ll need more new facilities then too (ES7, MS3, 
maybe ES8).
We have not posted any future capacities at this time because there are a lot of assumptions to work on but 
the question is valid to balance current needs vs. wants, as well as future needs. We have these conversations 
and look at future capacity but also try to not focus on the assumptions that far out.  
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9. If we wanted to bond more than 500m, how much would it raise the 35 cent I&S rate?
The board could vote to go over the $500 million for projects. Once bonds are voted they can be issued all at 
once or in phases so if the additional project funding over $500 million potentially takes place beyond 2024 it 
may not require any increase based on certain growth assumptions or what interest rates we actually sell at. 
Districts can also vote an amount to issue but make it contingent upon growth and tax rate being able to 
support the new debt. For example, I believe one of the prior issues voted the bonds to be issued based on a 
certain tax rate and growth so once we hit those levels the bonds were issued. Ultimately that is one of the 
factors the board will consider when they set the final number to go to the voters with. We do not have a tax 
rate for additional projects because in part we would need to know what the additional projects are, identify 
how to phase in the projects and over how many years. 

10. Land Purchase - Would we plan to sell the E Mt Gainor site if consensus is it would not be suitable for a 
future school?
The East Mt Gainor site is anticipated to be a future school site. However, it is not likely to be our next school. 
We anticipate the road development will come in the future making it a more suitable location for a school or 
other district facility. It’s location does have some benefits with our growth later. As a fast growth school 
district, it would be unwise for us to look at selling property we will eventually need.
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11. How dedicated will the athletes department be in messaging if we choose rebrand the stadium to ensure 
the bond passes? Will Coach Z be at the deliberation meeting? 
Coach Z will be at the deliberation meeting.  

Laws around school resources and elections are very specific, and the district can only share factual 
information with voters once a bond election is called. In other words, while the athletics department can 
advise on needs and share their preferences with the committee during the deliberation, if a bond is called, 
district employees cannot use district resources to help ensure a bond passes.  As individual citizens, on their 
own time, with their own resources, district employees can support the bond but athletics would not be able 
to “endorse it” to help ensure it passed.  

12. Is it possible to seek out a corporate sponsor to fund some of the athletes updates?
It is possible to look at creating new revenue streams (such as sponsorships and/or advertising through items 
like a digital school board) to help fund athletic needs, but those revenue streams do not exist today. It is not 
something the district has ever done before, but has been discussed as a future strategy. It would also depend 
on the project and dollar amount. Some are more achievable than others.
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13. How willing are the band/athletic department willing to work together to share the potential covered 
turf area? Knowing that with growth we really need the “band” parking lot for cars. 
Band and athletics are committed to working together to share a multi-purpose space. The band lot will 
continue to be utilized as both a band practice area and overflow parking. The high school does a good job of 
managing this space. Band Director Derek Woods can help address this on Monday, but there are aspects of 
the blacktop area that are important to band in terms of marching practice.

14. Who are we hiring to do the marketing/advertising to the public to make folks understand how 
important this bond is?
DSISD has hired PBK to perform the promotion and communications services for the bond campaign phase of 
this effort. PBK has a team of communications specialists that will be dedicated to helping develop the bond 
campaign, messaging and guiding everyone through the bond promotion process while ensuring that it 
adheres to the Texas Ethics Commission regulations.
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15. ES #6 - Cost is $62M.  What was the cost of Cypress ES?  Do we have comparable construction costs from 
other districts to justify budget placeholder?  Hays CISD’s latest bond (2022) had a new 900 capacity 
elementary school included for a total of $48M. Why are we estimating at 30% increase?  Also by comparison, 
Lake Travis’ 2022 bond includes two new elementary schools at $50M and $55M comparatively.
The total budget for Cypress Springs ES was $37.5 Million (construction and soft costs). In the 2018 bond we 
were using estimates of about $300 per square foot for construction costs, plus around 18% for all the design 
work, FF&E, and other associated soft costs. 

The current estimates for projects that would be under construction when we need Elementary #6 are in the 
$450-$475 per square foot range (plus about 18% for all the soft costs). The total is very much a function of the 
cost per square foot. For example, on a 115,000 square foot elementary school a difference of around $50 per 
square foot equates to $5.75M. Additionally, one important point to take into consideration when comparing 
with other districts is whether a portion of the costs were covered by a previous bond. This was the case for 
both Hays CISD and Lake Travis ISD.

Many districts are finding their bond funding is insufficient when they get to construction. We are using updated 
estimates based on discussions with contractors and architects working on bond projects that are currently in 
design for area school districts. Given the volatility in the market and unprecedented increases seen over the 
past year it is very hard to predict what will happen with construction costs going forward. 
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16. Exp SSMS - Do we have comparable estimates from other districts? 
Similarly to the question regarding ES #6, we are using up to date estimates from contractors and architects 
based on the current market for this type of project.

17. HS #2 - Why is the cost so high?  Per the Hays CISD website, Johnson HS was built for $295/sq ft or a total 
project cost of $122M. DSISD HS #2 square footage at that cost would be in the $138M range. Have 
construction costs really doubled since 2018?  Also by comparison, Lake Travis’ current 2022 bond includes a 
new High School for $236M.
Johnson HS is a smaller campus that houses 2,250 students. Construction began in June 2017 which was 5 
years ago. It also had design funded by a previous bond and completed prior to the bond election. Similarly, 
LTISD had $13.8M funded for the second HS in a previous bond.

Similar to the previous questions regarding ES# 6 and SSMS Expansion, the estimated cost for HS#2 comes 
from discussions with contractors, architects, and other school districts regarding similar projects. For a high 
school that would be designed and built over the next four years, current estimates are around $500 per 
square foot, plus approximately 18% for all the associated soft costs (design, FF&E, permits, etc.). A 2,500 
student high school would likely be in the 450,000 to 475,000 square foot range. Therefore, a $50 change in 
cost per square foot equates to around $23M.
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18. ES #7 - Same questions for ES #6.  As noted above, Lake Travis’ second elementary school included in their 
2022 bond is estimated at $55M.  Why are we $20M higher?
This answer is very similar to the previous questions. For ES #7, we started with the estimate for ES #6 and built 
in two years of additional inflation. Lake Travis will need both of their elementary schools in successive years, 
so they would be opening prior to us even starting construction.

19. DSMS Modernization - Do we have a breakdown of estimates that total the $35M.  Seems high 
considering DSES Modernization cost $17M and includes adding full sprinkler system (which should be 
substantial).
The breakdown is approximately $30 Million in construction costs, and about $5 Million in associated soft costs 
(including FF&E replacement). DSMS is more than twice the size of DSES. Of the approximate $30M 
construction costs
● approximately $11.5 Million is HVAC related
● approximately $18 Million is new finishes throughout the campus and other building/site improvements
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19. DSES Modernization - Do we have a breakdown of estimates that total the $17M?
The breakdown is approximately $15 Million in construction costs, and about $2 Million in associated soft 
costs. Of the $15 Million in construction costs:
● approximately $5 Million is HVAC related
● approximately $10 Million in new finishes, windows, fire sprinkler, fire lane, and other building/site 

improvements

21. Do the additional classrooms requested add new square footage to the associated schools, or are we 
renovating existing space to create new classrooms?
The new classrooms would be created through an addition to the campus as well as the reconfiguration of 
current square footage within the existing footprint to provide other learning design features found in the 
more recent construction projects.

22. DSES and RSES CL&I Reconfigures - $194k per seems expensive for description.  I’ve completed similar 
projects at work for half of DSISD’s estimated cost.
For these two projects, we are estimating approximately $165,000  in construction costs, about $20,000 in soft 
costs, and a small contingency.
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23. Updated Sound and Lighting - Do we have yield analysis on M&O Expense Savings by upgrading to LEDs?
In general, LED systems usually have payback period of about 3 to 4 years.

24. Main concern with Departmental Needs list is the cost of each estimate?  Seems expensive based on like 
projects completed within my industry.
We are using the most up-to-date construction estimates based on discussions with contractors and architects 
working on bond projects that are currently in design for other area school districts. Given the volatility in the 
market and unprecedented increases seen over the past year it is very hard to predict what will happen with 
construction costs going forward. At this time, the estimates are true to what is happening in the field right 
now.

25. DSISD Campus Security and ADA - Do we have a list of what these updates include and their associated 
cost estimates?
The safety projects include: creating secure entry vestibules and safe office designs for all 8 campuses; adding 
and updating access control and other security systems on all 8 campuses; adding safety features on exterior 
doors; updating and standardizing locks; adding protective features for parking areas and playgrounds, such as 
bollards and fencing; and installing safety features and devices within all 8 campuses. Construction costs for 
the safety/security items total approximately $11.5 Million. There are also $600,000 in ADA improvements. 
Soft costs associated with the campus security and ADA items are estimated at $2.2M.
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26. DSISD Buses and Fleet Vehicles - How many buses, etc are we looking to replace?  What is the cost per?  
In Hays CISD’s 2022 bond, they purchased 55 new buses for $6.8M. Are we purchasing the same number?
We would be purchasing 38 buses over four years. Pricing in year 1 is about $136,000 per bus, and using 8% 
inflation for years 2 and 3, and 6% in year 4. Also included in the total of $7.17M for this line item is 22 white 
fleet vehicles, one box truck, and replacement of the bus washing system.

27. DSISD 18+ Program - What is the current and future enrollment? Where would this be built? 
The 18+ program is for certain populations within our special education program. It currently has about 12 
students and with a second HS would probably have a limit of 24 students. These are 18-22 year old students 
who need to continue with educational programming for independence, job coaching and life skills. The 
program is currently housed in a portable building out by the baseball fields. 

As this program serves our students post high school, it would be ideal to have the program centrally located 
and not campus specific. It is often somewhere in the community because the students are usually receiving 
job coaching in the workplace.
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HOMEWORK OVERVIEW
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• Average bond value from all committee members is $513M

- Highest bond value being $589M 

- Lowest bond value being $414M

• Moderately even split of YES/NO votes on expanding Tiger Stadium

• Vast majority voted NO to building a new stadium at HS #2

• Vast majority voted NO to design & construction of ES #7

• Moderately even split of YES/NO votes on the design of MS #3

• Vast majority of NO responses for all Priority 3 & Priority 4 projects 
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COMMITTEE CHARGE

The DSISD Citizens’ Bond Steering Committee (CBSC) is charged with 
developing a bond recommendation for the DSISD Board of Trustees 
that is fiscally sound, aligns with the mission and vision of the district, 
represents the expectations and values of the community, and can be 
supported by voters.

The CBSC represents the community in DSISD’s planning process by 
reviewing the recommendations of the Long-Range Facility Planning 
Committee, considering the facility and instructional needs of DSISD, 
and understanding the financial impacts and funding options available to 
support our rapidly-growing district.  
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STEP 1: 4-TABLE DELIBERATIONS

Tables will discuss which bond projects to include in a table recommendation. Goal is 
consensus at the table and enter the agreed upon choices into the hardcopy 
homework spreadsheet provided.

STEP 2: TABLE REPORTS & TALLYING

Facilitator will go through the list of projects, and tables will indicate how they voted 
on each by saying Yes or No.

Depending on the vote, projects will be adopted into the recommendation, 
identified for additional discussion, or eliminated from consideration. 
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TABLE VOTES RESULT

4 YES / 0 NO Project immediately accepted into recommendation

3 YES / 1 NO Project identified for additional discussion

2 YES / 2 NO Project identified for additional discussion

1 YES / 3 NO Project identified for additional discussion

0 YES / 4 NO Project eliminated and will no longer be considered
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STEP 3: 2-TABLE DELIBERATIONS

Tables will combine to revisit any projects that did not get eliminated or have 
universal approval. Tables will revote on projects. Goal is consensus at the table.

STEP 4: TABLE REPORTS & TALLYING

Facilitator will go through the list of projects, and tables will indicate how they 
voted on each by saying Yes or No.

Projects with support from the majority of tables will be adopted into the 
recommendation. Projects with a split vote will move on to the large group 
individual voting.
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STEP 5: LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION & VOTING

Individuals will have the opportunity to defend their reasoning for including or not 
including projects. After each discussion, a vote by hand will be taken for the 
project in question.

Projects with a majority vote will be adopted into the recommendation.

GOAL IS COMMITTEE CONSENSUS ON PROJECTS 
INCLUDED IN A 

2022 BOND RECOMMENDATION
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1. How will your proposed bond package address anticipated growth 
in Dripping Springs ISD?

2. How will your proposed bond package address immediate priority maintenance 
needs in Dripping Springs ISD?

3. How will your proposed bond package position Dripping Springs ISD
for the future?

4. What is the cost if the projects in your proposed bond package are not 
approved by voters?

Can your proposed bond package be supported
 by the DSISD community at large?



LET’S DELIBERATE
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BOND PROMOTION 
OVERVIEW



QUESTIONS?
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SEE YOU 
NEXT TIME!
MEETING #6
Wednesday, July 13, 2022
6:00-8:00 PM

Dripping Springs High School
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